Reading Suggestions From Wapiti Regional Library
Great Horror Reads for Teens.
Title: Anna Dressed in Blood
Author: Blake, Kendare
Description: Cass kills what is already dead, but then he meets a murderous ghost who does
the unthinkable—she spares his life.
Title: Clay
Author: Almond, David
Description: Two boys succeed in creating a monster out of clay--and are terrified of the horror
they have unleashed.
Title: The Demon's Lexicon
Author: Brennan, Sarah Rees
Description: 16-year-old Nick is used to slaying demons, but now it's personal: he has to save
his brother.
Title: The Diviners
Author: Bray, Libba
Description: Something dark has awakened and is stalking the speakeasies of New York,
fortunately Evie has a rare gift that just might save the city.
Title: Double Helix
Author: Werlin, Nancy
Description: Eli discovers a shocking secret about his family while working for a scientist whose
specialty is genetic engineering.
Title: Dracula
Author: Stoker, Bram; Stade, George (Introduction by)
Description: Dracula, king of the undead, sails to England to quench his thirst for blood.
Title: The End Games
Author: Martin, T. Michael
Description: The world has ended, but the Game continues and Michael and must follow
instructions from the mysterious Game Master to survive.
Title: The Forest of Hands and Teeth
Author: Ryan, Carrie
Description: The simple truths of Mary’s world are failing and soon she will have to face the
terrifying Forest of Hands and Teeth.
Title: Frankenstein
Author: Shelley, Mary Wollstonecraft (Author, Author)

Description: Tells the story of a scientist who discovers the secret of generating life from lifeless
matter, and puts this knowledge to use by creating a monster being.
Title: The Girl from the Well
Author: Chupeco, Rin
Description: Three hundred years ago her body was dumped in a well, now she walks the
streets hunting killers.
Title: Haunted: a tale of the mediator
Author: Cabot, Meg
Description: Sixteen-year-old Susannah is a mediator, one who communicates with the dead,
and she's also in love with a ghost.
Title: Into the Grey
Author: Kiernan, Celine
Description: A chilling ghost story about two brothers, a tragic fire, and a ghost that is able to
take possession of the living.
Title: Loch
Author: Zindel, Paul
Description: Two teens discover that there really are modern-day plesiosaurs trapped in a
Vermont lake.
Title: Long Lankin
Author: Barraclough, Lindsey
Description: When two sisters are sent to stay with their aunt at isolated Guerdon Hall,
something dark and ancient stalks them.
Title: Of Monsters and Madness
Author: Verday, Jessica
Description: Young Annabel Lee finds murder and horror when she moves to Philadelphia in
1826.
Title: The Monstrumologist
Author: Yancey, Rick
Description: Something dark and violent is happening in Oleander, Kansas, something no one
can predict or stop, only hope to survive.
Title: My Swordhand is Singing
Author: Sedgwick, Marcus
Description: When the undead threaten their village, Peter's father must reveal his vampireslaying past.
Title: The Night Tourist
Author: Marsh, Katherine

Description: After he is hit by a car, Jack discovers special powers that make him sensitive to
the occult.
Title: Revenge of the Witch
Author: Delaney, Joseph; Arrasmith, Patrick (Illustrator)
Description: Tom's new job as apprentice to the village Spook is harder than he thought it
would be--and much scarier.
Title: The Ribbajack & Other Curious Yarns
Author: Jacques, Brian
Description: Six short stories, featuring a variety of monstrous creatures, by the author of the
Redwall series.
Title: Rot & Ruin
Author: Maberry, Jonathan
Description: Benny has decided it’s time for him to follow in his older brother's footsteps and
become a zombie bounty hunter.
Title: Scary Stories to Tell in the Dark
Author: Schwartz, Alvin; Gammell, Stephen (Illustrator)
Description: Check out these scary stories that will make you laugh as well as scream.
Title: The Secret Hour
Author: Westerfeld, Scott
Description: Strange things happen at midnight in the town of Bixby, Oklahoma. For one secret
hour, time stops.
Title: Silver
Author: Wooding, Chris
Description: Strange, silver beetles = the end of life on earth? Mortingham Boarding Academy
students are under assault.
Title: Something Upstairs
Author: Avi
Description: Kenny discovers that his house is haunted by the spirit of a boy who asks him to
prevent his murder.
Title: Sweetblood
Author: Hautman, Pete
Description: Diabetic Lucy Szabo has a theory: hundreds of years ago, slowly dying diabetics
were the original "vampires." Is she right?
Title: The Waking Dark
Author: Wasserman, Robin
Description: The simple truths of Mary’s world are failing and soon she will have to face the
terrifying Forest of Hands and Teeth.

